Mills et al. (J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 34 (1983) 340-359) deÿned the poset of descending plane partitions. As they showed, it has a unique antiautomorphism, denoted , which plays a central role in some of their conjectures about alternating sign matrices (where seems to translate into the reversal of the order of the columns). Although they describe explicitly, its combinatorial signiÿcance is not directly apparent. On the other hand, descending plane partitions are encoded readily in terms of lattice paths (using Gessel-Viennot methodology (Adv. in Math. 58 (1985) 300-321)). In this context, has a simple interpretation: it is Gessel-Viennot paths duality.
of positive integers d ij 6 n such that: (Thus, the ÿrst part of any row cannot be special and any part below or to the right of a special part is special.) Let D n be the set of order n descending plane partitions. It will be useful to deÿne: i = i − i + 1 (which is the number of parts in row i) and i (the number of non-special parts in row i). We also deÿne 0 = n and k+1 = 0. Let = { i | 1 6 i 6 k} and N = { i | 1 6 i 6 k}. According to Mills et al. [3] , these parameters should correspond to known natural parameters deÿned on alternating sign matrices.
They also deÿned an ordering of Of course, these moves are subject to some conditions:
1. We can lower (by 1) part d ij ¿ 2 (and still get a descending plane partition) i
We can erase part d ij = 1 i it is the last of its row and d i+1 i+1 ¡ i .
Example. The descending plane partition D 0 above is a successor of: Mills et al. [3] proved that there is a unique automorphism (the identity), as well as a unique antiautomorphism of the poset D n (it follows that is an involution). Moreover, the parameters behave well with respect to ; thus, for D ∈ D n , we have
According to some of the Mills et al. conjectures, the corresponding action of on alternating sign matrices should be the reversal of the order of the columns. The goal of this paper is to describe in a simple, combinatorially meaningful way.
Descending plane partitions and lattice paths
It is well known (and easy to see, using Gessel-Viennot methodology) that order n descending plane partitions can be encoded by "conÿgurations" of non-intersecting lattice paths in the grid {0; : : : ; n} × {0; : : : ; n}, with East and South steps. (An East step joins some vertex (m; ') to vertex (m + 1; '), for ' ¿ 0: there are no East steps at level 0. A South step joins some vertex (m; ') to vertex (m; ' − 1), for ' ¿ 0.) Fig. 1 shows how this is done for D 0 . We will refer to this construction as the square encoding.
Although the results of this paper can be expressed in this setting, there is a slight modiÿcation of it that I believe to be more useful: the triangular encoding, in which descending plane partitions become so called TB-conÿgurations (see [2] ). It depicts more symmetry (so Gessel-Viennot paths duality will be more easily described). Moreover, generating functions of TB-conÿgurations are almost directly expressed as determinants. Let us recall the deÿnition of TB-conÿgurations. The triangular upper half-grid {(m; ') | 0 6 m 6 ' 6 n} is the underlying graph. (For more symmetry, it will be slightly shifted so that its boundary forms a reversed equilateral triangle.) Deÿne two types of paths:
• T-paths, composed of East and South steps.
• B-paths, composed of East and North-East steps (i.e. from some vertex (m; ') to vertex (m + 1; ' + 1)). The last step of a non-empty B-path must be an East step.
(Each type of paths has its own type of East steps.) An order n TB-conÿguration is a sequence of paths = (! 1 ; : : : ; ! n ) such that:
• Each path ! i is a T-path or a B-path.
• There is a (unique) permutation such that ! i starts from (0; i) and ends at ( (i) − 1; (i) − 1) (for 1 6 i 6 n).
• If two paths have a common vertex, they are of di erent types.
Notice that the second condition forces ! n to be a T-path. Moreover, this deÿnes two sub-conÿgurations of : the T-conÿguration T and the B-conÿguration B , each composed of non-intersecting paths. We deÿne TB n to be the set of order n TBconÿgurations.
Gessel and Viennot gave at least two ways to encode tableaux as conÿgurations of paths. We use both in the triangular encoding: one will translate a section of the rows, the other a section of the columns of a given descending plane partition. Let
and N be as deÿned at the beginning of Section 1.
• Successive non-special parts in a given row of D are the level of successive East steps of the corresponding T-path (i.e. for i 6 j 6 i + i − 1, there is an East T-step ending at (j − i + 1; d ij )). Use as many South steps as necessary to get a T-conÿguration that goes from Remark. Although we will not use the fact, it might be worth mentioning that the T-conÿguration is the same as the top section (i.e. over the diagonal {(m; m) | 0 6 m 6 n}) of the corresponding square encoding. It can also be seen that the B-conÿguration is the dual of the re ection about the diagonal of the bottom section.
The construction is always possible, in a unique way, and deÿnes a bijection : D n → TB n . Extend the parameters r, s and i to TB n , deÿning r( ) = r( −1 ( )) and so on. Clearly: 1. r( ) is the number of East steps at level n of (all obviously in T-path ! n ), 2. s( ) is the number of North-East steps of , 3. i( ) − s( ) is the number of East T-steps of .
Similarly, extend the ordering to TB n , deÿning ¿ i −1 ( ) ¿ −1 ( ). We can now characterize directly the successor relation in TB n . Lemma 2.1.
is a successor of i is obtained from in one of the following ways:
1. (a) An East T-step (beginning at some vertex (m; ')) followed by a South step are replaced by a South step followed by an East T-step. This is possible only if (m; ' − 1) was not on a T-path. (b) An East T-step (beginning at some vertex ( − 1; )) is replaced by a South step and an East B-step beginning at ( − 2; − 1) is replaced by a North-East step followed by an East B-step. (c) An East B-step (beginning at some vertex (m; ')) followed by a North-East step are replaced by a North-East step followed by an East B-step. This is possible only if (m; ' + 1) was not on a B-path. 2. A T-path begins at (0; ) by a South step and a B-path begins at (0; − 1) by a North-East step. Erase the South step and change the North-East step into an East B-step beginning at (0; ). 3. A T-path with an East step at level 2 is changed into a direct path to (0; 0) with the same beginning; an East B-step appears at level 1.
(These ÿve cases are illustrated in Fig. 2 , showing how to get i (for 1 6 i 6 5) from 0 .)
Proof. Case (1) corresponds to the lowering (by 1) of a part of a descending plane partition. We get case (1.a) if the part is non-special and remains non-special after modiÿcation. Case (1.b) corresponds to the lowering (by 1) of a non-special part into a special one. Case (1.c) is the lowering of a special part to a special part. Cases (2) and (3) • The position of the part must be of the form (i; + i − 1) (for some i) and its value must be . Thus, there was an East step ending at ( ; ) in some T-path !.
• After lowering the part, its value becomes − 1. The new part is special, creating a North-East step ending at ( − 1; ) in some B-path.
• This decreases the number of non-special parts by 1. Thus, ! must now end at ( − 1; − 1) with a South step. Vertex ( ; ) becomes free; the modiÿed B-path must now end there.
Gessel-Viennot paths duality
Paths duality was ÿrst recognized by Viennot [4] and Gessel and Viennot [1] in their work on the interpretation of determinants as generating functions of conÿgurations of non-intersecting paths in a given acyclic digraph. They observed that a conÿguration corresponds (bijectively) to a "complementary" conÿguration starting at the complementary set of ending vertices of and ending at the complementary set of starting vertices of (in a related "dual" digraph). In the case of binomial determinants, the dual graph turned out to be isomorphic to the original graph (thus allowing the identiÿcation of the two graphs).
For the triangular encoding, the dual graph is also the same as the original: the upper half-grid {(m; ') | 0 6 m 6 ' 6 n}. Given a TB-conÿguration = ( T ; B ), its dual is * = ( * T ; * B ), where * T is the dual of T and * B the dual of B . More precisely,
• A South step of T , ending at (m; '), corresponds to a South step of * T ending at (' − m; ') (and conversely). Use as many East T-steps as needed to get a T-conÿguration, which is * T (this is always possible, in a unique way).
• A North-East step of B ending at (m; '), corresponds to a North-East step of * B ending at (' − m; ') (and conversely). (Since 1 6 m 6 ' − 1, we also have 1 6 ' − m 6 ' − 1.) Use as many East B-steps as needed to get a B-conÿguration, which is * B (this is always possible, in a unique way).
Write S → T if the set of beginning vertices of conÿguration is S and if its set of ending vertices is T . We see, from general consideration, that if a TB-conÿguration = ( T ; B ) is such that:
for some ; N ⊆ {1; 2; : : : ; n − 1}, then
Hence, the dual T-and B-conÿgurations have compatible beginnings and compatible endings. Graphically, the procedure is even easier to describe (see Fig. 3 ). The involutive character of duality is obvious. Moreover, duality behaves like with respect to the parameters, since we can easily see that:
(c) 
Duality and the antiautomorphism of TB-conÿgurations
We now come to the point: the antiautomorphism • • −1 is Gessel-Viennot paths duality.
Proof. Since TB n possesses exactly one antiautomorphism ( • • −1 ), we only have to show that duality is an antiautomorphism. Hence, it su ces to show that for any ; ∈ TB n such that is a successor of , then * is a successor of * . To avoid a long technical argument, the proof is expressed with pictures (Fig. 4) . For each case from Lemma 2.1, we depict the modiÿcation from to , ÿnd the signiÿcant part of their duals, then check the relation between those. For instance, we see that lowering an East T-step (not ending on the diagonal) of (case (1.a)) induces raising an East T-step of * (reverse e ect of (1.a)). Similarly, the reader can check that the e ect of applying cases (1.c) (or (3)) to induces an opposite e ect on * . Applying cases (1.b) to induces the opposite e ect of case (2) on * . The same ÿgure can be used to see the e ect of case (2): simply exchange the roles of and * and the roles of and * . with the corresponding modiÿcation from * to * . Only the modiÿed steps are fully depicted, short arrows represent unmodiÿed sections of paths (some of which might be empty sections). To see more easily the relation between conÿgurations and their duals, the latters are depicted before the ÿnal re ection and are to be read from right to left. (Hence, in the duals, the abscissa of a vertex is its distance to the right border.)
